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MAKING CONTRACT

• CONTRACT CLASS A :
• 07.45 Entering class
• 09.00-09.15 (15 minutes breaks)
• Late punishment : Answer question about the last materials we’ve already learned.
• Alpha attendance : -2 no reasonable , you can make an essay to submit in next meeting -1
• Active speakers +3
• All goals of study this lesson : good speakers, good writes, and good attitude (on time entering class, on time submit the task, polite gesture to others) . NO FINAL TEST = A
MAKING CONTRACT

• Start 12.15 – Finish 15.45
• Break time 14.00 (10-15mins)
  • Late Attendance: Only allowing who can answer correctly.
  • Alpha Attendance -1 (humanism reason/acceptable) but essay, -2 (non acceptable reason).
• Active speakers +3

All goals achieved: good speakers, good writers, and good attitude (on time attendance, on time task submit/assessment, polite to others) > No Final Test
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PARAPHRASING

• OPENING SENTENCE
• SUPPORTING DETAILS
  - I see two mountains in Indonesia area
  - I see kapitan pattimura
    - He is an Indonesian hero
  - I see woman wears traditional clothes from west sumatera
  - I see an Indonesian hero from Padri War
    - His name is tuanku imam bonjol
  - I see the signature of Governor
• CONCLUSION
Paraphrasing practice

- There is a crowd situation in the field of Ohio campus. Many people are wearing red clothes. They make formation of Superman symbol, walking dinosaur, Superman flying and fix the building, pirates symbol. They have a good teamwork for making good formation. They are very creative. The background sound of music is great. There are three conductors of marching band. The performance is so amazing and interesting.